GAIPSEC Webinar October 16, 2019 Ask the Parents
Beth Vogel and Charley Vogel; Kurt Vogel’s parents
Georgia Tech EXCEL Program Initial cohort 2015-2019
An Atlanta native…
At 6 weeks = > Congenital neurological
condition with right sided weakness, delayed
milestones, processing delays, later a seizure
disorder
Early PT OT ST
Persistent and determined
temperament!

Early Years

Kinderheim public experiential preschool => local elementary school
IEP: identify individual needs across the continuum; sometimes
requiring a stretch and ‘thinking outside the box’

Middle School/High School

Intentionally keeping doors open until
they are closed
Value of being known
Individual. Education. Plan.
Kindergarten, 5th grade, 5th year
high school

Trying to discern the best fit for life after high
school…
Unsettled. Lots of uncertainty, especially in the last year.
Transition.
Well-meaning adults (and peers too): “Where are you
going to go to college?”
Roosevelt Warm Springs => VR, Case management model
Life skills curriculum with individual support
Supported internships
Community Connects; job and MARTA coach
EXCEL at Georgia Tech

First year in college

Navigating college/ transportation/ living arrangement/ managing finances
FOOD!
Social life
Mentor conundrum

College years 2-4

Balance between being an adult and
identifying/requiring/receiving effective individual
support
“Life begins at the end of your comfort zone”
Extraordinary commitment and engagement on the
part of EXCEL and GT faculty/staff, GT students and
community
Hugely valuable experience of several internships

Final year

Transition again. But hugely mitigated
by having a job waiting with employer
he knew. “One change at a time.”
Overall huge maturation during the last
4+ years. Tolerates change much better!

Successes…Wishes…Magic Wand…
Commitment, dedication and creativity of
high school teachers, RWS faculty, EXCEL
staff, faculty, peer mentors and coaches
were often EXTRAORDINARY
CASE MANAGEMENT more, earlier, better;
starting in mid-high school
Better individualized academic courses in
EXCEL (new program)
Mentor/tutor/coaches were fabulous; realworld logistics headaches both frustrating
and sometimes unnecessary; but provided
experience in problem solving real-world
occurrences

Differently??
Initiated/requested more formal and informal connections with parents;
high school & college – networking, brainstorming, to share experiences
and resources
Requested more intentional information about post-secondary options
from high school
Prospectively, explored individual education planning/enrichment for
EXCEL academics (again, new program)

’Advice’…

You know your child better than anyone. Collaboration.
Sometimes, one decision informs the next
Identify goals with your student – academic, social, vocational,
developmental. Be realistic. Be concrete.
Talk with program faculty and leadership: Will the program be able to
address these? How?
Explore the specifics of informal and formal modifications
needed/available. Explore how goals will be achieved if modifications fall
short.

